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LARGE DEVIATIONS FOR RANDOM MATRICES
SOURAV CHATTERJEE* AND S. R. S. VARADHANy
Dedicated to Professor K. R. Parthasarathy on the occasion of his 75th birthday
Abstract. We prove a large deviation result for a random symmetric n n
matrix with independent identically distributed entries to have a few eigen-
values of size n. If the spectrum S survives when the matrix is rescaled by a
factor of n, it can only be the eigenvalues of a Hilbert-Schmidt kernel k(x; y)
on [0; 1]  [0; 1]. The rate function for k is I(k) = 1
2
R
h(k(x; y)dxdy where
h is the Cramer rate function for the common distribution of the entries
that is assumed to have a tail decaying faster than any Gaussian. The large
deviation for S is then obtained by contraction.
1. Introduction
We are interested in the large deviation behavior of random n  n symmetric
matrices X(!) = fxi;j(!)g where the entries for j  i are independent identically
distributed real random variables having a common distribution . Let n(!) =
fnj (!); 1  j  ng be the set of n real eigenvalues of this random matrix. If we
assume that the mean is 0 and the variance is equal to 2, according to a theorem
of Wigner [6], when divided by
p
n, the empirical distribution of these eigenvalues
converges in probability to the semi-circle law, i.e. for any bounded continuous
function f : R! R
lim
n!1
1
n
nX
j=1
f

j(!)p
n

=
Z
f(y)(y)dy
in probability, where
(y) =
(
0 if jxj  2;
1
22
p
42   x2 if jxj  2:
In fact it is known [1] that under suitable additional assumptions, for any  > 0,
P

max
1jn
jnj j  (2 + )
p
n
! 0:
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Large deviation results for the distribution of eigenvalues to be dierent from
the Wigner distribution has been considered by Ben Arous and Guionnet [2]. If
we decide to divide by n rather than
p
n, and denote the resulting spectrum by
Sn(!) =
1
nn(!), then
P[ sup
2Sn
jj  ]! 0:
If we drop the assumption that the mean is 0, then there will be one large eigenvalue
max of size n in n, with
max
n '
R
xd and the remaining eigenvalues will follow
the semi-circle law as before when divided by
p
n. It is also possible to consider
scaling by n for 12 <  < 1, but they would likely behave like moderate deviations
and exhibit Gaussian behavior with rate n2.
Let S denote the set of all nite or countable collections S = fjg of positive
as well as negative real numbers, with repetitions allowed, that have the propertyX
2S
jj2 =
X
j
jj j2 <1:
They are all possible spectra of self adjoint Hilbert-Schmidt operators. The topol-
ogy on S will be ordinary convergence as real numbers of the corresponding eigen-
values outside any arbitrarily small interval around 0. Equivalently, it is the min-
imal topology such that for any bounded continuous function f that is 0 in some
interval around 0, the sum
P
2S f() is continuous as a map of S ! R. One can
easily construct a metric for this topology. We enumerate separately the positive
and negative values in S in decreasing order of their absolute values as fu+j g; fu j g.
If one or both of them is only a nite set or empty we augment it by adding 0's.
If two points S; S0 in S are enumerated as fu+j g; fu j g and fv+j g; fv j g, we dene
the distance
d(S; S0) :=
1X
j=1
ju+j   v+j j
2j+1
+
1X
j=1
ju j   v j j
2j+1
:
The random matrix yields a random spectrum and after normalization by n, we
obtain a random element of S. Its distribution yields a sequence fPng of proba-
bility measures on S. We will prove a large deviation result for Pn with rate n2.
We assume that for all  > 0,Z
exp[ x2](dx) <1: (1.1)
In particular this implies that the moment generating functionM() =
R
e x(dx)
is nite for all  and satises
lim sup
jj!1
1
2
logM() = 0
and the conjugate rate function of Cramer
h(x) = sup

[ x  logM()] (1.2)
satises
lim inf
jxj!1
h(x)
x2
= +1:
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The condition (1.1) is important, because an eigenvalue of size n can be produced
by a single entry of size n in the random matrix and we would like this to have
probability that is super-exponentially small in the scale n2.
The random symmetric n  n matrix X(!) = fxi;j(!)g is rst mapped into a
symmetric kernel k(x; y; !)
k(x; y; !) =
nX
i;j=1
xi;j(!)1Jni (x)1Jnj (y) (1.3)
where Jni is the interval [
i 1
n ;
i
n ]. This induces a family of probability measures
Qn on the space of symmetric kernels k(x; y) on D = [0; 1] [0; 1]. We will restrict
ourselves to K = fk : R R
D
jk(x; y)j2 dxdy <1g. Then k(x; y) denes on L2[0; 1] a
Hilbert-Schmidt operator which has a countable spectrum with 0 as the only limit
point. Actually for each xed n the range of the map X ! k is a nite dimensional
subspace of simple functions Kn  K. The nonzero spectrum of k(x; y; !) is the
same as that of fxi;jn g and we can obtain Pn from Qn through the natural mapK ! S that takes any k to its set of eigenvalues. We dene on K the following
rate function
I(k(; )) = 1
2
Z 1
0
Z 1
0
h(k(x; y))dxdy (1.4)
with h given by (1.2).
Any permutation  2 (n) of the rows and columns of X, mapping fxi;jg !
fx(i);(j)g leaves the set of eigen-values ofX invariant and the group G of measure
preserving transformations  of [0; 1] onto itself lifts to an action on K mapping
k ! k where k(x; y) := k(x; y). The map k ! k leaves I(k(; )) as well as
the spectrum S(k) of k invariant. For establishing the large deviations of Pn on
S it is therefore enough to prove a large deviation principle for the images ~Qn of
Qn on ~K = K=G.
We will be working with the space K of symmetric kernels k(x; y) on D. If
I(k) <1, then the operator dened by k(x; y) on L2[0; 1] is Hilbert-Schmidt and
has a countable spectrum with 0 as the only limit point. We need to show some
sort of continuity of the map ~K ! S mapping the G-orbit ~k of k to its spectrum
S(k), in order to transfer the large deviation result from ~K to S. This requires
a topology on ~K that will be inherited from K. The weak topology on K turns
out to be too weak and the strong or L1 topology too strong. What works is the
topology induced by the cut metric
d(k1; k2) = sup
jj1
j j1
Z (k1(x; y)  k2(x; y))(x) (y)dxdy ; (1.5)
;  being Borel measurable functions on [0; 1]. Equivalently,
d(k1; k2) = sup
AB
Z
AB
(k1(x; y)  k2(x; y))dxdy
; (1.6)
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where the supremum is taken over all Borel subsets A;B of [0; 1]. The induced
metric on ~K is
d(k1; k2) = inf

d(k1; k2) = inf

d(k1; k2) = inf
1;2
d(1k1; 2k2)
where k(x; y) = k(x; y). We can dene on S the rate function
J(S) = inf
k:S(k)=S
I(k):
Our main result is the following.
Theorem 1.1. Under assumption (1.1) the sequence of measures Pn on S satises
a large deviation property with rate function J(S), i.e for closed C  S
lim sup
n!1
1
n2
logPn(C)    inf
S2C
J(S)
and for U  S that are open
lim inf
n!1
1
n2
logPn(U)    inf
S2U
J(S):
This is based on a large deviation principle for ~Qn on ~K in the cut topology
with rate function I(k).
Theorem 1.2. Under assumption (1.1) the sequence of measures ~Qn on ~K satis-
es a large deviation property with rate function I(~k), i.e for closed C  ~K
lim sup
n!1
1
n2
log ~Qn(C)    inf
~k2C
I(~k)
and for U  ~K that are open
lim inf
n!1
1
n2
log ~Qn(U)    inf
~k2U
I(~k):
To make the connection we need the map k ! S(k) to be continuous in the
cut topology. It is valid, provided we restrict it to sets K` of the form K` =
fk : jk(x; y)j  `g for some ` < 1. This requires truncation at level ` and then
removing the cut-o. Condition (1.1) provides super-exponential bounds in the
Hilbert-Schmidt norm for the error due to cuto and that is used to complete the
proof.
Similar methods were used in [3] to study the large deviation behavior of the
number of triangles or other nite subgraphs in random graphs as the number of
vertices goes to 1 but the probability of an edge being connected remains xed
at some p > 0. This will correspond to each xi;j taking the values 0 or 1.
2. Some Useful Lemmas.
We will be working with partitions of the unit interval [0; 1] into a nite disjoint
union of subintervals. We will not worry about the end points. We can adopt
any convention that makes it a true partition. For each partition P of the unit
interval into m subintervals fJig there is a corresponding partition of D into m2
sub-squares fJi  Jjg.
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For each integer m we have the special partition Pm of the unit interval into
m equal subintervals and they will be denoted by Jmi = [
i 1
m ;
i
m ]. We denote byKm  K the space of symmetric kernels of the form
f(x; y) =
X
i;j
fi;j1Jmi (x)1Jmj (y):
This provides a faithful representation of symmetric matrices of size m  m as
elements of Km. If jfi;j j  `, then the corresponding f 2 K`m = K` \ Km. The
following is a simple, but useful lemma.
Lemma 2.1. If f(x; y) =
P
fi;j1Ji(x)1Jj (y) and g(x; y) =
P
gi;j1Ji(x)1Jj (y)
are both simple functions with respect to the same partition J1; : : : ; Jm of [0; 1],
then in calculating the distance
d(f; g) = sup
AB
Z
AB
(f(x; y)  g(x; y))dxdy

the sets A;B can be restricted to sets of the form
S
i2N Ji where N  f1; 2; : : : ;mg.
Proof. First note thatZ
AB
(f(x; y)  g(x; y))dxdy =
X
i;j
Z
A\JiB\Jj
(f(x; y)  g(x; y))dxdy
=
X
i;j
jA \ JijjB \ Jj j(fi;j   gi;j)
=
X
i;j
aibj jJijjJj j(fi;j   gi;j);
where ai =
jA\Jij
jJij and bi =
jB\Jij
jJij . It is now clear that the supremum of the
absolute value is achieved when each ai and bj is either 0 or 1. 
Remark 2.2. If f and g are dened in terms of two dierent partitions of [0; 1],
they can both be viewed as dened with respect to the nite partition which is
their common renement.
Since our large deviation result on S is deduced from a large deviation result
on K, we need some continuity property of the map k ! S(k) of K ! S.
Lemma 2.3. For any ` < 1, the map k ! S(k) from K ! S is continuous in
the cut topology when restricted to K` = fk : jk(x; y)j  `g.
Proof. If f() = 0 near 0 then  3f() can be approximated uniformly on [ `; `]
by a polynomial in . Therefore f() is approximated by a polynomial involving
only powers m for m  3. Since we have a bound on P2S jj2 it is enough to
show that
k !
X
2S(k)
m
are continuous maps of K` ! S for each m  3. It is elementary to check that
since jk(x; y)j  `, the maps
k !
Z
[0;1]m
k(x1; x2)    k(xm 1; xm)k(xm; x1)dx1 : : : dxm =
X
2S(k)
m
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are continuous maps in the cut topology from K` ! S provided m  3. We start
with Z
[0;1]m
kn(x1; x2)    kn(xm 1; xm)kn(xm; x1)dx1 : : : dxm
which can be written asZ
[0;1]m 2
Z
dx3 : : : dxm
Z
[0;1]2
kn(x1; x2)n(x1; x3; : : : ; xn) n(x2; x3; : : : ; xn)dx1dx2
where n and  n are uniformly bounded. If d(kn; k) ! 0, we can then replace
kn(x1; x2) by k(x1; x2). This is repeated for each factor. 
We will also need the following lemmas: a multicolor version of Szemeredi's
regularity lemma for graphs that can be found in [4] and its consequence.
Lemma 2.4. Given any  > 0 and integers r and m, there exists M and n0 such
that if the edges of a graph Gn of size n  n0 are colored with any one of r colors,
then the vertex set can be partitioned into sets V0; : : : ; Vp for some p in the range
m  p M so that jV0j  n, jV1j = jV2j =    = jVpj = K and all but at most p2
pairs (Vi; Vj) satisfy the following regularity condition. For any X  Vi; Y  Vj
with i; j  1 and jXj; jY j  K we have
jd(X;Y )  d(Vi; Vj)j < ;
where d(X;Y ) is the proportion of edges between X and Y that are colored with
color .
Lemma 2.5. For any ` <1 and  > 0, there is a compact set of simple functions
W`;  K and n0(; `) such that for n  n0 and any k 2 K`n, there exists f 2W`;
and  2 (n) such that
d(k; f) < :
Proof. Let  > 0 be given. Let the integer r be chosen such that `r <

2 . Let
0 = 12r` and m =
1
0 . Let xi;j be the value of k in the rectangle J
n
i  Jnj .
The interval [ `; `] is divided in to r disjoint equal intervals of length 2`r and the
edge (i; j) is colored according to the interval into which xi;j falls. The `color' is
dened as the value of the mid point of the interval. The color of the edge (i; j) is
then a real number yi;j which can equal any one from the nite set z1; z2; : : : ; zr
and jyi;j   xi;j j  2 . We apply the multicolor version of Szemeredi's regularity
theorem (Lemma 2.4) with parameters (0;m; r) to obtain a partition V0; V1; : : : Vp
of f1; 2; : : : ; ng with the following properties. jV0j = K 0  0 n. jV1j = jV2j =
   = jVpj = K. If as;i;j be the proportion of edges between Vi and Vj that have
color zs, then for all but 
0p2 pairs (Vi; Vj), i; j  1 i 6= j, for any two subsets
X  Vi, Y  Vj with jXj  0K; jY j  0K the proportion bs;i;j of edges of color
zs, between X and Y satises
sup
s
jbs;i;j   as;i;j j  0:
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Let us divide the unit interval into subintervals J0; : : : ; Jp where J0 = [0;
K0
n ] and
for i  1, Ji = [K
0+(i 1)K
n ;
K0+iK
n ]. We construct a function f 2 K` as
f(x; y) =
rX
s=1
zsf(s; x; y);
where
f(s; x; y) =
pX
i;j=0
as;i;j1Ji(x)1Jj (y):
For xed ` and  as long as p remains bounded such functions vary over a compact
subset of L1(D).
For the permutation  2 (n) of the vertices, we rearrange the order of the
vertices, so that those in V0 corresponds to the rst K
0 indices and for 1  i  p,
those in Vi correspond respectively to indices in the range (K
0+(i 1)K+1;K 0+
iK). We will denote by k0 the image of fx(i);(j)g in K`n. We dene c(s; i; j) = 1
if x(i);(j) belongs to the interval with mid point zs. Otherwise it is 0. With
k0(s; x; y) =
nX
i;j=1
c(s; i; j)Jni (x)J
n
j (y)
and
k0(x; y) =
nX
i;j=1
x(i);(j)J
n
i (x)J
n
j (y)
we have that for each x; y,k0(x; y) X
s
zsk
0(s; x; y)
  2 :
We need to estimateZ
AB
[k0(x; y)  f(x; y)]dxdy
  2 + r` sup1sr
Z
AB
[k0(s; x; y)  f(s; x; y)]dxdy
:
For each value of s, we will estimateZ
AB
[k0(s; x; y)  f(s; x; y)]dxdy =
pX
i;j=0
Z
A\JiB\Jj
[k0(s; x; y)  f(s; x; y)]dxdy:
The summation over (i; j) will be split into several groups. F0 = f(i; i) : i  1g.
F1 = f(i; j) : i = 0g[ f(i; j) : j = 0g. F2 = f(i; j)g is the collection of at most 0p2
exceptional pairs from Lemma 2.4. F3 = f(i; j)g for which either jA \ Jij  0jJij
or jB \ Jj j  0jJj j. F4 will be the rest. Then: X
(i;j)2F0
Z
A\JiB\Jj
[k0(s; x; y)  f(s; x; y)]dxdy
  pK2n2  1p  0; X
(i;j)2F1
Z
A\JiB\Jj
[k0(s; x; y)  f(s; x; y)]dxdy
  20;
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(i;j)2F2
Z
A\JiB\Jj
[k0(s; x; y)  f(s; x; y)]dxdy
  0p2jJijjJj j  0p2 1p2 = 0; X
(i;j)2F3
Z
A\JiB\Jj
[k0(s; x; y)  f(s; x; y)]dxdy
  0X
i;j
jJijjJj j  0:
Finally in the remaining set F4, since jA \ Jij  0jJij and jB \ Jj j  0jJj j, it
follows that Z
A\JiB\Jj
[k0(s; x; y)  f(s; x; y)]dxdy
  0jJijjJj j
and hence X
(i;j)2F4
Z
A\JiB\Jj
[k0(s; x; y)  f(s; x; y)]dxdy
  0X
i;j
jJijjJj j  0:
Adding them up givesZ
AB
[k0(x; y)  f(x; y)]dxdy
  2 + 6r`0  :

3. Lower Bound
The lower bound for ~Qn on ~K can be proved by proving a lower bound for Qn
on K and it can be done without truncation and under the (weaker) assumption
that
R
e x
2
d(x) <1 for some . This implies a lower bound h(x)  cjxj2 when
jxj is large.
Theorem 3.1. Under the weaker assumption that for some  > 0,Z
e x
2
d(x) <1;
it follows that for any f 2 K such that
I(f) =
1
2
Z
h(f(x; y))dxdy <1
and for any  > 0,
lim inf
n!1
1
n2
logQn[d(k; f) < ]   I(f):
Proof. Since h is a convex function of its argument, for any integer q we can replace
f by a simple function g of its averages over Jqr  Jqs so that
g(x; y) =
qX
r;s=1
gr;s1Jqr (x)1Jqs (y);
where
gr;s = q
2
Z
JqrJqs
f(x; y)dxdy:
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For any q, I(g)  I(f) and for large q, d(f; g) < 2 . It suces to show that
lim inf
n!1
1
n2
logQn[d(g; k)  
2
]   I(g):
We have
k(x; y) =
nX
i;j=1
xi;j1Jni (x)1Jnj (y)
and we can view both k and g as members of Knq. The distance d(g; k) can be
computed as
d(g; k) = sup
A;B
Z
AB
(g(x; y)  k(x; y))dxdy
;
where A and B are taken to be unions of sub-collections of intervals of the form
f[ i 1nq ; inq ]g. There are exactly 2nq  2nq such pairs A;B. We now tilt the measure
so that fxi;jg remains symmetric and fxi;jg for j  i are still independent but the
distribution of xi;j is tilted from  to i;j given by
i;j(dx) =
1
M(r;s)
exp[r;s x](dx)
for (r 1)n < iq  rn and (s 1)n < jq  sn where r;s = h0(gr;s), or equivalently
gr;s =
M 0(r;s)
M(r;s)
for 1  r; s  q. Let Qgn be the law of the new k. The law of large
numbers applies to each such pair A;B with uniform (in A and B) exponential
error bounds of e cn
2+o(n2) for some c > 0. Therefore,
Qgn
Z
AB
(g(x; y)  k(x; y))dxdy
  2

 e c()n2+o(n2):
Since 22nq  ecn2 , it follows that
Qgn[d(g; k) 

2
]! 0:
The relative entropy of Qgn with respect to Qn is easily computed to be n
2I(g).
The following entropy lower bound using Jensen's inequality, establishes the
large deviation lower bound. Suppose ,  are two probability measures and
   with H = R  log d < 1 where  = dd . Since y log y   e 1 for all
y  0, R j log jd  H + 2e 1. Therefore
(A) 
Z
A
 1d =
Z
A
exp[  log ]d
= (A)
1
(A)
Z
A
exp[  log ]d
 (A) exp

  1
(A)
Z
A
 log d

 (A) exp

  1
(A)
Z
j log jd

 (A) exp

  1
(A)
[H + 2e 1]

:
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Taking  = Qn and  = Q
g
n and A = fk : d(k; g)  2g we have H = n2I(g) and
(A) ' 1. 
4. Upper Bound
We assume that jxi;j j  `. According to a result of Lovasz and Szegedy [5], for
any nite `, the set ~K` = f ~f : supx;y jf(x; y)j  `g is compact in ~K. Therefore in
order to prove the large deviation upper bound for ~Qn with rate function I(f) it
is sucient to prove the local version of the upper bound.
Theorem 4.1. Let ~f 2 ~K. Then
lim sup
!0
lim sup
n!1
1
n2
log ~Qn[~k : d(~k; ~f) < ]   I( ~f):
Proof. The theorem is proved in several steps. Closed balls B(f; ) in K of the
form fk : d(k; f)  g are weakly closed. It is not hard to prove that
lim sup
!0
lim sup
n!1
1
n2
logQn[k : d(k; f)  ]   I(f): (4.1)
The argument goes as follows. Assume I(f) <1. Given  > 0 pick a nice g such
that
1
2
 Z
f(x; y)g(x; y)dxdy  
Z
log
Z
ez g(x;y)(dz)

dxdy

 I(f)  
and apply Cramer type estimate using the moment generating function for the
half space
Hf;g; =

k : hk; gi  inf
k02B(f;)
hk0; gi

which contains B(f; ). This gives
Qn[B(f; )]  Qn[Hf;g;]  exp

 n
2
2
inf
k2B(f;)
hk; gi

EQn exp

n2
2
hk; gi

:
It is easy to see (because xi;j = xj;i) that
lim sup
n!1
1
n2
logEQn exp

n2
2
hk; gi

=
1
2
Z
D
log
Z
exp[zg(x; y)](dz)

dxdy
and
lim
!0
inf
k2B(f;)
hk; gi = hf; gi:
We can let  ! 0 at the end. If I(f) =1, pick g such that
1
2
 Z
f(x; y)g(x; y)dxdy  
Z
log
Z
ez g(x;y)(dz)

dxdy

 L
and let L!1 in the end.
This proves (4.1). But to prove it for balls in ~K we need to estimate the
probability of the pre-image in K of a ball in ~K. This amounts to showing that
lim sup
!0
lim sup
n!1
1
n2
logQn[k : inf
2G
d(k; f) < ]   I( ~f):
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We start with the set
U( ~f; ) = [2GB(f; ):
We saw that for each f 2 K, (4.1) holds. We need to replace the union over  2 G
by a union over a nite collection. According to Lemma 2.5 there is a compact set
W`;  K such that its orbit by (n) nearly covers K`n for all suciently large n.
More precisely for n  n0(; `),
sup
k2K`n
inf
2(n)
inf
g2W`;
d(g; k) < :
W`; is compact in the cut topology (and even in L
1) and can be covered by the
union of balls B(g; ) of radius  centered around g from a nite collection F`;.
Therefore for suciently large n
[2(n) [g2F`; B(g; 2)  K`n:
We need to estimate the probability under Qn of
[02(n) [g2F`; [2G[B(0g; 2) \B(f; )]
which is at most n! times
sup
02(n)
Qn[[g2F`; [2G [B(0g; 2) \B(f; )]]:
Since F`; is a nite set independent of n and Qn is invariant under (n)  G, it
is enough to show that for each g 2 F`;
lim sup
!0
lim sup
n!1
1
n2
logQn[B(g; 2) \ [2GB(f; )]   I(f):
If the intersection is nonempty, then there is a 0 such that B(g; 2)  B(0f; 5).
Thus, from (4.1), the invariance of I(f) under  2 G and the lower semicontinuity
of I() on ~K we see that there is a 0 2 G such that
lim sup
!0
lim sup
n!1
1
n2
logQn[B(g; 2) \ [2GB(f; )]
 lim sup
!0
lim sup
n!1
1
n2
logQn[B(
0f; 5)]
=  I(0f) =  I(f):

5. Truncation
Given X = fxi;jg we truncate it at level `. Let x = f`(x) + g`(x) where
f`(x) =
8><>:
x if jxj  `
` if x  `
 ` if x   `
and g`(x) = x  f`(x). There is a corresponding decomposition of k = f`(k)+ k 
f`(k) for k 2 K. We have the estimate
lim sup
`!1
lim sup
n!1
1
n2
logE exp
h

X
i;j
[xi;j   f`(xi;j)]2
i
= 0
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for any  > 0. If ff`(xi;j)g and fxi;jg are mapped respectively into k` and k, we
have super exponential estimates on (`) =
R
D
jf`(k(x; y))  k(x; y)j2dxdy:
Qn[(`)  ]  e n22E exp
h

X
i;j
[xi;j   f`(xi;j)]2
i
:
Therefore
lim sup
`!1
lim sup
n!1
1
n2
logQn[(`)  ]   2:
Since  > 0 is arbitrary, for any  > 0,
lim sup
`!1
lim sup
n!1
1
n2
logQn[(`)  ] =  1:
It is easy to complete the proof of Theorem 1.2 using the above identity and the
lower-semicontinuity of I.
The dierence between the eigenvalues of two kernels k1 and k2 can be easily
controlled by the Hilbert-Schmidt norm of the dierence k1 k2. In fact using the
variational formula for successive eigenvalues of a compact self adjoint operator,
j+1(A) = infM:
codim(M)=j
sup
kzk=1
z2M
hAz; zi
it is easily seen that if j(A) and j(B) are the jth largest positive eigenvalues of
two compact self adjoint operators A and B
jj(A)  j(B)j  kA Bk  kA BkHS
and a similar formula holds for negative eigenvalues as well. Clearly if k1; k2 2 K,
then d(S(k1); S(k2))  kk1   k2k  kk1   k2kHS .
If C 2 S is a closed set, and we truncate X at level ` and denote by k` and k
the two images in K, then
Pn(C) = Qn[S(k) 2 C]  Qn[S(k`) 2 C] +Qn[d(S(k`); S(k))  ]:
Applying the upper bound for the truncated version,
lim sup
n!1
1
n2
logPn[C]  maxf  inf
S2C
J`(S); c(`; )g;
where
c(`; ) =   lim sup
n!1
1
n2
logQn[d(S(k`); S(k))  ]
and for any  > 0,
lim
`!1
c(`; ) =  1:
Moreover
J`(S) = inf
k:S(k)=S
I`(k); I`(k) =
Z
D
h`(k(x; y))dxdy
and
h`(z) = sup[z   log
Z
exp[f`(x)](dx)]:
The upper bound is now easily established by letting ` ! 1 and then letting
 ! 0. We observe that the superexponential estimate implies c(`; ) ! 1 as
`!1 for any  > 0. This completes the proof of Theorem 1.1.
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